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AbstrAct: In biosciences, data mining is concerned with 
processing large amount of data which is characterized by hetero-
geneity, ever changing and spread in different complex environ-
ments. Resource discovery from massive data poses a formidable 
task for many newer as well as routine applications. The issues 
addressed in the massive data environments so far are the hetero-
geneity issues and the semantic focus is less. In the current work, 
we deal with the resource discovery in large-scale environments 
(as data grid systems) considering data semantic heterogeneity 
of biomedical sources. There are many benefits such as-(i) al-
lowing a permanent access, through an addressing system, from 
any domain ontology DOi to another DOj (inter-domain discovery) 
despite peers’ dynamicity, (ii) reducing the maintenance cost and 
(iii) taking into account the semantic heterogeneity. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.1 [Data Structures]; Distributed data structures: H.3.3 [Information 
Search and Retrieval] J.3 [Life and Medical Sciences]; Biology and 
genetics

General Terms: Semantic data grid, Biomedical resources discovery, 
Distributed data

Keywords: Semantic Grid, Biomedical Data Sources, Resource 
Discovery
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1. Introduction

Computer applications in the biomedical domain accumulate a 
large number of data sources. These sources are voluminous, 
daily published (dynamicity of the environment) and with high 
heterogeneity. Thanks to its large storage capacity and scalability, 
the data grid is the most appropriate infrastructure adopted in 
this domain. Resource discovery presents an important step 
in the SQL-query processing in such environment. Several 
resource discovery solutions have been proposed. However, 
the structural heterogeneity problems [7] have been more 
widely studied than semantic ones. In this paper, we deal with 
the resource discovery in a large-scale environment as data 
grid systems, with considering semantic heterogeneity (e.g., 
polysemy, synonymy, abbreviation, etc). 

There are first the traditional approaches based on centralized 
[27], [16] and [18] and hierarchical systems [24] and [8]. Whereas, 

they do not achieve scalability in such environments [13] when 
the peer-to-peer systems have proved their efficiency with re-
spect to this scalability (e.g., the biomedical application: “Drug 
Target Validation [7]). However, most of the resource discovery 
works, dealing with peer-to-peer techniques do not effectively 
respond to the semantic heterogeneity problems because of 
the use of keyword method. For example, matching relations 
are established between keywords in PeerDB [21]. Whereas, 
this approach may return wrong results because of the strong 
semantic heterogeneity in biomedical domain, e.g., Doctor in 
biomedical domain corresponds to a Practitioner and Doctor in 
a biological domain corresponds to a Biologist having a Ph.D. 
degree in biology. Piazza [12] also establishes correspondence 
relations (mapping) between peers (in pairs or by groups) gen-
erating a large number of mappings. Keeping these mappings 
up to date becomes a complicated task. To discover resources 
more semantically, Hyperion [4] uses expressions and tables of 
mapping [17] to illustrate these correspondence relations. This 
technique helps to describe any semantic relationship between 
existing peer’s schemas, whereas, such mapping is manual. 
Hence, having a completed and updated resource discovery 
result with this kind of mapping is not always obvious and easy. 
Otherwise, besides keyword approach, there is also global ontol-
ogy solution [11] and [7]. However, using such ontology shared 
by all peers in the network is still a very complex task regard-
ing the large number of domains in biomedical environment. 
The emergence of domain ontology solution, i.e., an ontology 
is associated to each domain [20], deals more efficiently with 
problems of semantic heterogeneity. For example, [3] applies a 
peer-to-peer technique as Chord [26] for an efficient resource 
discovery by handling the problem of semantic heterogeneity 
using domain ontologies. Hence, a domain ontology is duplicated 
in each peer. Nevertheless, semantic mappings between domain 
ontologies, specifying how those latter are linked together have 
not been processed. 

In this paper, we introduce a method for data resource discovery 
in a biomedical data grid environment considering data seman-
tic heterogeneity. The resource discovery concerns metadata 
describing the data sources. For this goal, peers are grouped 
by domains and an ontology is associated to each domain in 
which all peers use the same vocabulary. Thus, a community 
called Virtual Organization (VO) is associated to each domain. 
For efficiency purposes, we are based on structured peer-to-peer 
technique, e.g., a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [26]. Hence, the 
broadcast of resource discovery queries in one VO is realised 
by a classic DHT lookup. Otherwise, when a resource discovery 
query is transmitted from one domain ontology to another, this 
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technique is no applied. In this case, the search is mainly based 
on mapping’s relationships taking into account the dynamic na-
ture of peers. Our method allows permanent access from any 
domain ontology DOi to another one DOj (i ≠ j) despite peers’ 
dynamicity. Thus, we have developed an addressing system al-
lowing a low cost maintenance system. The main advantages of 
our method are: (i) applying the principle of data locality during 
the metadata discovery phase, (ii) allowing a robust inter-domain 
discovery with respect to the connection / disconnection of a 
large node number requiring low maintenance cost and (iii) 
taking into account the semantic heterogeneity. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.  In the second 
section, we propose a resource discovery method dealing with 
semantic heterogeneity. We illustrate our method by resource 
discovery process examples. We also discuss the maintenance 
process. We present some related work in the third section. Fi-
nally, we conclude our work by considering some prospects.

2. Resource Discovery taking into account Semantic 
Heterogeneity

The resource discovery process is an important step in the query 
processing in a large-scale environment. In such environment, 
every node manages several data sources. Moreover, the 
instability of such environment presents a major problem. Thus, 
we can not have a centralized and global schema to locate 
all resources. The duplication of this type of schema will also 
cause update problems. Consequently, the most appropriate 
solution is the distribution of such schema [19]. In this section, 
we focus on the distributed resource discovery on large-
scale environments taking into account the semantic aspect. 
Specifically, we are interested in the metadata which describes 
data sources in a biomedical database context with minimizing 
maintenance costs. We cite the example of metadata discovery 
of a relation R which we associate to a concept in an ontology. 
These metadata contain: (i) attributes of R, (ii) placement of 
R (IP address of each fragment, fragmentation, information 
duplication and construction rules of R) and (iii) the different 
statistics of R, e.g., the size.

2.1 Architecture
Developing a global ontology is a difficult task to achieve, given the 
diversity of domains in a biomedical environment. Indeed, each 
biomedical domain accumulates large masses of heterogeneous 
data sources. One solution is to decompose the environment into 
domains as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, each domain can be handled 
independently. Thus, a community called Virtual Organization 
(VO) is associated to each domain of biomedicine (see Fig. 1). By 
this way we allow to take into account the locality and autonomy 
principles of each VO. On the other hand, solving problems such 
as synonymy and polysemy in resource discovery process is a 
difficult task to accomplish using only the schema principle. Then, 
a domain ontology [20] is associated to every VO (biomedical 
domain) as shown in Fig. 1. Hence, all peers in one VO use the 
same language (vocabulary). 

For resource discovery efficiency reasons, a structured peer-
to-peer system is associated with each VO. Thus, a DHT 
(Distributed Hash Table) [26] is associated to peers belonging 
to the same domain ontology. The resource discovery within a 
single domain ontology is then a classic discovery by a DHT. 
Now, the way in which domain ontologies communicate between 
each other should be defined. Indeed, ontologies must be con-
nected. Hence, we use relations (rules) of mapping between 
peers belonging to different domain ontologies. After that, we 
define a protocol to link VOs between each other. 

Let N(VOi) be the set of virtual organizations connected to VOi 
through mapping relationships (VOs neighbors of VOi). VOs 
as well as mapping relationships form a graph noted: G(N, E), 
with N the set of vertices presenting the set of VOs and E the 
edges presenting mappings. We note that the edge eij є E only 
if there exists a mapping between VOi and VOj. Let |N(VOi)| 
be the number of VOs neighboring VOi. 

To ensure the completeness of resource discovery results, 
the graph must be connected. Thus, we assume in the 
rest of this paper, that the graph is connected. So, for two 
vertices VOi є N and VOj є N, there is a path Pij є E from 
VOi to VOj. Also, since grid is an unstable environment, 
a peer Pk belonging to a VOi should be able to initiate, at 
any time, a discovery process on a peer Pk’ belonging to 
VOj / VOj є N(VOi) and i ≠ j. Then, for each node in a VOi 
we associate |N(VOi)| access points (APk) in the DHT. Ac-
cess points are peers connected to different nodes of VOs 
(biomedical domains) available via the network. We note 
that two nodes belonging to a first VOi do not necessarily 
have the same access point to a second VOj. By this way 
we can avoid having a central access point to one VO 
(bottleneck). This can also help to avoid the single point of 
failure in case of disconnection of the access point, espe-
cially in an unstable environment as grid. After describing 
how VOs are connected, we will focus on the resource 
discovery process. 

2.2 Resource Discovery
In our system, we classify resource discovery queries into two 
types: query within a single domain ontology (intra-domain 
ontology) and queries between domain ontologies (inter-
domain ontologies). For inter-domain ontology query (between 
domains), we define a protocol to connect the VOs between 
each other. 

2.2.1 Intra-Domain Ontology Resource Discovery 
As noted earlier, the intra-domain ontology queries are 
evaluated according to the routing system of a classic 
Distributed Hash Table DHT [26]. Indeed, structured peer-
to-peer systems have proved their efficiency with respect to 
the scalability and research process. Thus, a hash function is 
applied whose key is the name of the relation (the concept to 
discover). If the node, which is defined as responsible of the 
resource to be discovered, belongs to the same ontology in 
which the query was occurred, the query is an intra- domain 
ontology query (Fig. 2). In this case, the complexity to find 
this node is O(log(N)) where N presents the number of nodes 
[26]. The result of this discovery is the metadata describing 
the relation (concept). 

Figure 1. Example of Virtual Organisation Distribution 
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2.2.2 Inter-Domain Ontology Resource Discovery
To have a final resource discovery result with the most complete 
responses, the research should also be made in other peers 
from other biomedical domains (VOs). 

Let Pi be the node receiving the user query. For an 
inter-domain ontology resource discovery, Pi contacts all 
its access points. The discovery process is realized by 
translating the original concept of the initial VOi (where 
the user’s query has been occurred) to a VOk through 
a mapping. To avoid the endless waiting of an access 
point response, we define an interval of time, e.g., a RTT 
(Round-Trip-Time). Thus, if an access point does not re-
spond after one RTT, it is considered to be disconnected. 
In this case, the peer Pi looks for another access point by 
contacting the nearest neighbor in the DHT. This research 
is done on the Pi’s neighbor and then its neighbor and so 
on, until retrieving a peer presenting an access point to 
the researched distant VOk. If all neighbors have been 
contacted without any response, the concerned VOj is 
considered to be disconnected and only the administra-
tor can reconnect it. We discuss this case in the further 
disconnection section.  We demand to this access point 
one of its neighbors. This is done to avoid that all nodes 
of the graph converge towards a single access point.  
The response of resource discovery found is sent to the 
first query sender node Pi and noted RSender in the Inter-
Domain Ontology Resource Discovery Algorithm (Fig. 4). 
At this moment, we take the opportunity to update VOj’s 
access points. We keep, of course, the path that the query 
followed along the discovery process for its translation 
from one VO to another. Indeed, this path will be used 
to translate the user’s query (concepts) when it is sent 
from one domain ontology to another. Fig. 4 shows the 
algorithm of inter-domain ontology discovery. To simplify 
this algorithm we have not described the update of the 
access points in case of disconnection. 

Example 1
Let’s have two virtual organisations:

VO1: Biological domain and

VO2: Pharmacological domain.

Suppose that a node N11 in a VO1 (biological VO), receives a 
user’s query. In addition to the intra-domain ontology query, 
this node have to connect to another VO2 (pharmacological 
VO) in order to have a more complete response for a relation 
(concept) in the user’s query.

First, N11 looks for, in its neighbors, the nearest access point to-
wards VO2 which is N12 (connected to N21 in VO2). Supposed that 
N21 is disconnected. Then, N11 will look for the nearest neighbor 
of N12 with an access point to VO2 and then the neighbor of this 
neighbor and so on (recursively) until finding an access point 

Figure 2. Example of Intra-Domain Ontology Resource Discovery 
Query

Figure 3. Example of Inter-Domain Ontology Resource Discovery 
Query Process

// R: Relation to be discovered (presenting 
researched //concept name). 

// RSender: Initiator resource discovery node 
(which //have received the user query).

//VO: Current virtual organisation
// AP

k
: Access point from one VO towards 

another.
//APS: Set of access points.
//Path: Resource discovery process path.
// Lookup(R, VOAPk, RSender, Path): Discover the 
relation //R in the VO via the APk node.

// TTL: Time-To-Live (limit of the propagation 
range of //a message).

Metadata  Lookup(R, VOAPk, RSender, Path);
// Intra-domain-ontology research TTL  

TTL – 1;

If(TTL != 0) then 
For each APk є APS 
 Metadata  Metadata U Lookup(Translate(R, 
VO, VOAPk), 
 VOAPk, RSender, Path U VO); //Inter-domain-
ontology 
//research  
If (not Empty(Metadata)) then 
Return(Metadata, RSender, Path U VO);

Figure 4. Inter-Domain Ontology Resource Discovery Algorithm

Figure 5. Example of Inter-Domain Ontology Resource Discovery 
Process
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connected to VO2. It corresponds to N14 in our example. Once 
this VO2 is reached, the result (the metadata of the researched 
resource) is sent to the node initiating this discovery process 
(RSender) which is N11 in our example. Then, this node update 
its new access point (N14) towards VO2 (Fig. 5). 

2.3 Maintenance 
Since the dynamicity properties of grid environment, each node 
can join or leave the system at any time. In consequence, the 
system update will be required. In structured peer-to-peer 
systems such as Chord [26], the update of the DHT generates 
Log2(N) messages for each connection / disconnection of a 
node. In this section, we show that our method can significantly 
reduce the cost of the system maintenance. In this context, we 
discuss two types of maintenance: (a) maintenance of the DHT 
and (ii) maintenance of the nodes with access points to other 
VOj belonging to N(VOi). 

We will not deal with the first case because maintaining the 
system is done by a classic maintenance of a DHT [26]. This 
occurs at the connection / disconnection of a node. Otherwise, 
the connection / disconnection of nodes presenting access 
points raises more complicated update problems. Maintaining 
such system is updating the access point nodes in their con-
nection (disconnection). In what follows, we will consider two 
cases: (i) the connection of a node and (ii) the disconnection 
of a node. 

2.3.1 Node Connection
Supposed that a new node, called NewN, is connected to a 
VOi. It looks for the access points to all other VOs. For this 
reason, it contacts the nearest neighbor in VOi to get its 
access points to these VOs. If an access point towards a VOk 
(k!= i) does not respond during a certain period of time (RTT), 
it is considered to be disconnected. Then, NewN contacts 
the neighbor of its neighbor. This corresponds to  (Neighbor 
(Following)) in the maintenance algorithm shown in Fig. 6. It 
repeats this recursively until getting connected access point to 
the appropriate VOk. The test is done via the check( ) function.  
If all the neighbors are contacted without response (a failure 
case), the appropriate VOk is considered to be disconnected. 
If the access point is found, NewN sends it a message to get 

its neighbor in the distant appropriate VOk.This explain the 
instruction (APK  Following()) in Fig. 6. Then, NewN has a 
new access point to this VOk.  

Example 2
Let’s have the same two VOs as example 1:

VO1: Biological domain and

VO2: Pharmacological domain.

And let’s take also a third VO3: Medical domain.

Suppose that a new node N11 is connected to a VO1. This node 
wants to get access point to the other VO2 and VO3. For this, it 
contacts the nearest neighbor N12 to get its access points to these 
two VOs. In fact, N11 contacts N21 (the access point from VO1 to 
VO2). N21 does not respond during the RTT, it is considered to be 
disconnected and N11 contacts the neighbors of N12 recursively, 
to establish other access point to the appropriate VO2. Therefore, 
N11 contacts the next neighbor N14, an access point to VO2. The 
corresponding node in VO2 is N23. Thus, N11 gets N23 as access 
point towards VO2 and thereafter sends it a message to get its 
neighbors in VO2. N11 process by the same way to get an access 
point to VO3. But in our example there is no access point from VO1 
to VO3. That is way VO3 is considered to be disconnected.

2.3.2 Node Disconnection 
Supposed that one node, called NDisc disconnects from the 
system. A classic update of a DHT [26] is employed. When 
NDisc is an access point to a VOj є N(VOi), all the associated 
nodes in N(VOi) must be updated. Two solutions emerge. One 
solution is that NDisc propagates the information to every VOi 
towards which it is connected. We do not adopt this strategy 
since it proceeds by the flooding. Another solution, adopted in 
our system, is to apply a lazy maintenance. Each node that 
has just disconnected does not have to send anything to the 
appropriate nodes. None of the concerned VOj є N(VOi) is 
informed by this disconnection. The access points towards 
this VOj will be updated during the process of inter-domain 
ontology resource discovery. This reduces the number of node 
messages. The process of resource discovery is frequently 
performed so that the system can be updated. Consequently, 
the maintenance cost is significantly reduced. 

Example 3
Let’s have the same two VOs as examples 1 and 2:

VO1: Biological domain and
VO2: Pharmacological domain.

//AP: Set of access points.
//Check(k): Check the connexion of a node 
Pi with 
//respect to a VOk.
//P(k): Access point retrieved in VOk after 
a check 
//test.

For k є N(VO)
{ 
Found  False; 
Following = This.Neighbor;
While(Following != This) and (not Found)
{ 
Found  Check(APk  Following());
If (Found) then
APK  Following();
Else Following = Neighbor(Following);
}

}

Figure 6. Maintenance Algorithm of Routing System (Node 
Connection Case)

Figure 7. Example of a System Maintenance after a Node Connection
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The disconnection of a node N12 from the network implies a clas-
sic update of a DHT associated to the VO to which it belongs [26]. 
More, when N12 is an access point to other VOs, all the access 
points associated with N12 must be updated. As we adopt lazy 
maintenance in our system, the disconnected node N12, does 
not inform any associated nodes (N21 which belongs to VO2 in 
our example). Thus, VO2 is not informed by the disconnection of 
N12. The access points towards this VO will be updated during 
the process of inter-domain ontology resource discovery. Con-
sequently, the maintenance cost is significantly reduced.  

3. Related Work

Many research works have used the peer-to-peer techniques 
for resource discovery in large-scale environment [21], [17], 
[4], [5], [25], [10], [11], [28], [7], [9], [2] and [3]. But, only few 
studies have focused on the semantic aspect during this 
discovery [22], [23] and [6]. [5] Introduces the semantic in 
web service discovery. It uses the unstructured peer-to-peer 
architecture based on the Gnutella protocol [1] and keywords’ 
mappings. It handles the semantic by using the QDN (Querical 
Data Network) where the identity of a peer is identified by its 
data. However, discovery query service employs a broadcast 
mechanism by flooding, which can saturate the network. 
Resource discovery in PeerDB [21] and XPeer [25] were also 
based on keyword search, which is unreliable. Firstly, the 
connections made between these keywords require user’s 
intervention to select significant query. Secondly, it generates 
a bottleneck and requires the resolving of fault tolerance 
problems. In this context, [4] and [10] are based on semantic 
relationship between elements of peer’s schemas (mapping’s 
tables [17]). However, the domain experts’ intervention is not 
always obvious.  The resource discovery service in [14] deals 
with semantics in a grid environment. Each pair has its own 
ontology presented by a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). To 
discover resources, structured peer-to-peer systems (DHT) are 
used. They allow the distribution of local graphs (DAGs) through 
the peer-to-peer network nodes. Thus, a distributed virtual view 
of all peers’ graphs is conceived. [28] Also uses the DHT for the 
message broadcast between communities. Discovery service is 
based on the GSBSL method (Location Based Greedy Search). 
But, the problem of semantic heterogeneity between graphs 
is also present. SenPeer [9], a peer-to-peer distributed data 
management system, also uses the principle of keywords but 
introduces semantics by organizing peers by semantic domains. 
Each peer can get its data semantically as a graph structured 
formalism with keywords. Other studies are based on a global 
ontology or schema shared by all peers [11], [7], [2] and [3]. 
The Bibster system [11], for example, uses a routing system 
based on semantic similarity between the discovery query 
and each pair expertise description in order to select relevant 
peers. [7] Introduces the semantic mapping describing all 
semantic relationship between the elements of peer’s schemas.  

APPA [2] is based on a common schema called CSD (Common 
Schema Description) to distribute and share data between peers 
considering semantics. However, the use of a global ontology 
or schema is still a difficult task to achieve, due to the strong 
diversity of domains in the biomedical environment.  

4. Conclusion and Future Works

We have proposed a resource discovery method in a large-
scale environment taking into account the semantic aspect. Our 
solution allows the discovery of metadata describing biomedical 
data sources despite their semantic heterogeneity.

In the proposed solution, a domain ontology is associated 
to each biomedical domain whose peers constitute a virtual 
organization. Resource discovery queries within a domain 
(intra-domain ontology) follow the routing system of a clas-
sic DHT. For inter-domain ontology queries, we rely on the 
mapping relationships between peers belonging to differ-
ent domain ontologies. We define a protocol to link virtual 
organizations between each other. Our method provides a 
permanent access from any domain ontology to any other 
one. It reduces resource discovery costs especially for intra-
domain ontology query. It also provides low system main-
tenance costs despite the connection / disconnection of a 
large number of nodes. 

Our method is particularly applicable to data grids which are 
particularly characterized by the high dynamicity of nodes and 
heterogeneity of data sources. For our future work, we are 
planning to carry out a performance evaluation of our method 
based on real experiences involving several heterogeneous 
data sources in biomedical environment. 
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